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Chinese Opera Costumes Paper Dolls
A Picture Book of the Mass
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The Elf on the Shelf: A Christmas Tradition is an activity the entire family will enjoy.
Based on the tradition Carol Aebersold began with her family in the 1970s, this
cleverly rhymed children's book explains that Santa knows who is naughty and/or
nice because he sends a scout elf to every home. During the holiday season, the
elf watches children by day and reports to Santa each night. When children awake,
the elf has returned from the North Pole and can be found hiding in a different
location. This activity allows The Elf on the Shelf to become a delightful hide-andseek game.

Fanciful Fashions Coloring Book
A perfect learning activity workbook for toddlers, either boys or girls for their fun &
exciting learning of basic shapes, numbers, and counting, all done while super fun
coloring! This very book, "Toddler Coloring Book. Numbers Colors Shapes: Baby
Activity Book for Kids Age 1-3, Boys or Girls, for Their Fun Early Learning of First
Easy Words about Shapes & Numbers, Counting While Coloring!", contains easyand-cute coloring pages of;

Woodstock Paper Dolls
Modern weaving projects like you've never seen—within easy reach of anyone.
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Weaving is a satisfying hobby for making home or clothing accessories that look
plucked from your favorite stores. Here are Pinterest-worthy projects for creating
earrings, clutches, pillows, wall hangings, and more, all organized by skill level.
From complete beginner to intermediate, Weaving Within Reach allows you to craft
at your comfort level, even if you don’t yet know the difference between the warp
and the weft. Lacking a loom? Most of the materials can be woven on found
objects—such as an embroidery hoop or cardboard box—or achieved with a simple
over-under pattern using no loom at all. As you progress, there are plenty of
exciting designs for a frame loom to keep you inspired. With a detailed
introduction, stunning lifestyle and step-by-step photographs, and a helpful
resource section, Weaving Within Reach unravels the possibilities of the beautiful
things you can make with your hands.

Flowers from Shakespeare's Garden
Laura Ingalls Wilder's unedited, and unpublished, draft of her autobiography that
was written for an adult audience and eventually served as the foundation for her
popular Little House on the Prairie series includes not-safe-for-children tales that
feature stark scenes of domestic abuse, love triangles gone awry and a man who
lit himself on fire while drunk off whiskey.
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Made to Play!
Fairy tale dreams can come true with this pretty paper doll book featuring three
dolls--a pretty princess, handsome prince and evil queen--and 16 fanciful
costumes. Re-enact classic fairy tales or make up new ones! Beautifully illustrated
by Cory Jensen.

Folk Art Santas
This is the perfect Mandala Coloring Book The Book Contains: 100 pages Premium
matte cover design complex mandala coloring Perfectly sized at 8.5 x 11 Printed
on high quality Perfect gift for Women, Men, sister, parents, Coworkers,
gradparents, kids, boys, girls

Black Dolls
Bring Laura's pioneer adventures to life with this latest collection of paper dolls
adapted from the "Little House on the Prairie" series. Join Laura as she travels to
the wide-open Kansas prairie and plays in the high prairie grass. With Laura, Mary,
Ma, Pa, Baby Carrie, Jack and even Mr. Edwards, this newest collection is sure to
bring hours of enjoyment.
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Mandala Coloring Book
It's hard to believe that it's been fifty years since the famous "Three Days of Peace,
Love, and Music." Return to Yasgur's farm in Bethel, New York, and recapture the
spirit of the Sixties with these eight colorful paper dolls of festival performers: Joan
Baez, Roger Daltrey, Jerry Garcia, Jimi Hendrix, Janis Joplin, Carlos Santana, Grace
Slick, and Sly Stone. Resplendent in full psychedelic regalia, each doll comes with a
groovy extra outfit!

Masha and Her Sisters
Little Women Paper Dolls
Collectors and non-collectors will experience the passion for collecting dolls in Ms.
Garrett's second, FULL COLOR, black-doll reference book, which is a
comprehensive celebration with up-to-date values of over 1000 vintage-to-modern
black dolls. Doll genres celebrated, referenced, and valued include early dolls and
memorabilia, cloth, fashion, manufactured, artist, one-of-a-kind, celebrity, and
paper dolls. `A to Z Tips on Collecting,¿ `Doll Creativity,¿ and loads of `Added
Extras¿ will entertain, enlighten, excite, and encourage the most discriminating
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collector. Readers will experience five years of the author's continuous and
extensive doll research combined with nearly 20 years of doll-collecting
experience. Black Dolls: A Comprehensive Guide to Celebrating, Collecting, and
Experiencing the Passion, is an informative, must-have reference for any doll
collector¿s library.

The Elf on the Shelf
*** Special launch pricing for a limited time! *** Coloring is such a happy and
relaxing activity. Find some quiet time to be creative alone or share the fun and
color with friends. "Color Your Own Happy" is an original art coloring book, for all
ages, designed by Jen Goode. You'll find over 30, single sided art designs to color
PLUS extra design pages featuring DIY craft ideas and templates you can use to
create with your finished coloring pages. Color, cut or create your own pretty art,
crafts and DIY projects.

General Conference Addresses Journal Edition April 2020
Joy Miller wanted nothing more than to be a wife and mother--especially now that
her relationship with Matthew Slagel, the bishop's son, was deepening. But when a
television crew rolls into Pinecraft, Florida, to film a new show about the Amish,
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tension threatens to rip apart their relationshipand the entire Amish community.

Weaving Within Reach
JUST WANT THAT KIDS HAVE FUN COLORING AND PLAYING

Pioneer Girl
Paper Dolls in the Style of Mucha
Splendid collection of 2 figures and 16 dazzling costumes designed for traditional
characters in Chinese opera. Lavishly embroidered robes, elegant headdresses,
and painted faces for male and female characters.

Let's Get Dressed!
Paper Folding Templates is a comprehensive, highly practical guide to formats,
techniques, and design considerations for paper folding for printed matter and
publications. It shows the reader how to use creative folds to add to their designs
and lift layouts and product out of the ordinary. An accompanying CD includes a
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range of printable and scalable templates. Paper Folding Templates covers
everything from simple standard folds to the more exotic fold and is the ultimate
guide for creatives at all levels. It demonstrates just how achievable these results
are, and gives the reader all the information they need to know to make informed
decisions when choosing the correct format for their designs. Packed full of useful
advice on print considerations, colour reproduction, binding and postage, Paper
Folding Templates also provides a range of folding templates and illustrations to
help designers and papercrafters understand the possibilities that are available to
them.

Dolls to Make for Fun and Profit
**BONUS** Download a FREE PDF version of all the designs so you can explore
color schemes and try new techniques to your heart's content. Brimming with funto-color fashions, Fanciful Fashions has 35 clothing collections designed in
adorable detail. Colorists can enjoy timeless classics and hot fashion trends such
as floral jeans, animal prints, strapless gowns, bangles and baubles, statement
heels, tropical beachwear, poodle skirts, and much more. The themed outfits
display an array of accessories on imaginative backgrounds. Each page tells its
own fashion story, and the colors you choose bring the styles to life. What's
included: 35 Coloring Pages Designs printed on one side only Trivia about each
fashion collection Color ideas and inspiration Colorwayz Coloring Books invite you
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to express yourself, relax, and have fun. You have a color story to tell."

Once Upon a Time Paper Dolls
The third book in Laura Ingalls Wilder's treasured Little House series—now
available as an ebook! This digital version features Garth Williams's classic
illustrations, which appear in vibrant full color on a full-color device and in rich
black-and-white on all other devices. The adventures continue for Laura Ingalls and
her family as they leave their little house in the Big Woods of Wisconsin and set out
for the big skies of the Kansas Territory. They travel for many days in their covered
wagon until they find the best spot to build their house. Soon they are planting and
plowing, hunting wild ducks and turkeys, and gathering grass for their cows. Just
when they begin to feel settled, they are caught in the middle of a dangerous
conflict. The nine Little House books are inspired by Laura's own childhood and
have been cherished by generations of readers as both a unique glimpse into
America's frontier history and as heartwarming, unforgettable stories.

The Fashionable Cocktail
Based on the 1908 novel, Anne of Green Gables, by L.M. Montgomery, artist Eileen
Rudisill Miller has created a beautiful paper doll book featuring beloved characters,
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Anne Shirley, and her bosom friend, Diana Barry. Two stand-up figures dress in 16
charming outfits following the story line of going to school, picking flowers in
Lover's Lane, getting a dress with puffed sleeves, visiting Miss Josephine Barry,
doing a recitation at the White Sands Hotel, going to Queen's College and returning
home to teach in Avonlea. This special edition joins other nostalgic paper doll
subjects from Paper Studio Press including Nancy Drew, Cinderella, classic stars
and vintage fashion.

Color and Play
Uncle Pancho is about to lose his house. Gregory and his friends love Uncle
Pancho. When he begins to tell the story of his life, Gregory has an idea. He will
paint the story of Uncle Pancho's Life and maybe the painting will help save the
house.

The Artful Parent
When Kathleen Taylor could not find Christmas coloring cards to buy last year, she
decided to draw her own. Once she started drawing Folk Art Santas, she didn't
stop. The result is this book, 33 pages packed with coloring fun: 6 book marks, 20
card fronts, 8 full-page illustrations to color, 1 Santa paper doll with 12 outfits, 4
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gift bags, 2 small folding gift cards, and 8 gift tags. You may color the card fronts,
gift tags, and the paper doll, then glue them to card stock for use (card stock not
included). It's a whole season of coloring fun for all ages.

Tiny Farm
Dress 2 figures in 16 finely detailed costumes worn at folk festivals during the
late-19th and early-20th centuries in former republics of the Soviet Union.
Wardrobes include beautifully embroidered shawls, skirts, tunics, trousers, and
long coats from Russia, Estonia, Georgia, Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan,
Turkmenistan, and Tajikistan.

Russian Folk Costumes Paper Dolls
Celebrates stitched doll art by providing full-sized templates for twenty-three
human, animal, and creature doll projects, and features artist profiles, studio
photographs, and descriptions of signature techniques.

Anne of Green Gables Paper Doll Book
Bathing suits, sportswear, gowns, and party dresses comprise the wardrobes for 16
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lovely ladies from TV land. From Dinah Shore, Susan Lucci, and Diahann Carroll to
Cher, Farrah Fawcett, and Sarah Jessica Parker, the stars represent every television
era — from the fifties to the present. Each is accompanied by an additional outfit.

We Make Dolls!
Crafting has never been more popular and Maggy Woodley, the creative force
behind Red Ted, is passionate about making things with her children, Max, four,
and Pippa, two. Using recycled materials and bits and bobs collected when out and
about, here are over 60 utterly irresistible things to make with your kids. From
adorable peanut shell finger puppets to walnut babies, loo roll marionettes and egg
carton fairy lights, fabric mache bowls, stick men and shell crabs, stone people,
and many more, these are projects for all the family to have fun with. And what's
more, the end results are so cute and desirable that they look great around the
home, or make wonderfully unique and personal gifts. With a funky, modern design
and vibrant full colour photography throughout, this is a must-have addition to
every young family's bookshelf.

Little House on the Prairie
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Red Ted Art
Bring out your child’s creativity and imagination with more than 60 artful activities
in this completely revised and updated edition Art making is a wonderful way for
young children to tap into their imagination, deepen their creativity, and explore
new materials, all while strengthening their fine motor skills and developing selfconfidence. The Artful Parent has all the tools and information you need to
encourage creative activities for ages one to eight. From setting up a studio space
in your home to finding the best art materials for children, this book gives you all
the information you need to get started. You’ll learn how to: * Pick the best
materials for your child’s age and learn to make your very own * Prepare art
activities to ease children through transitions, engage the most energetic of kids,
entertain small groups, and more * Encourage artful living through everyday
activities * Foster a love of creativity in your family

My Book of Little House Paper Dolls
A historical survey of Europe, Asia, Africa, and the Americas during the lifetime of
Abraham Lincoln, examining people, places, and events which gave color to the
world of the nineteenth century.
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Paper Folding Templates
Inspired by the voluptuous style of Art Nouveau master Alfonse Mucha, this
collection features two paper dolls and 28 gowns, including costumes from Sarah
Bernhardt productions of Salomé and Hamlet.

Little House Living
Meet Masha and her sisters in this charming die-cut novelty board book inspired by
Russian nesting dolls. Featuring shaped pages with brightly painted edges, and
culminating in a satisfying finale, these nestled dolls reinforce a sweet message:
they may be different, but they're a perfect fit!

The Paint Brush Kid
Abraham Lincoln's World
Six dolls include the President and First Lady and 2 likenesses each of Caroline and
John, Jr. Their wardrobe of 34 authentic costumes features formal, informal, and
everyday suits for JFK; Jackie's elegant gowns and daywear by Oleg Cassini and
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other designers; and cute outfits for the kids.

Sewn with Joy
From the immensely popular blogger behind Little House Living comes a
motivational homemaking book, inspired by Laura Ingalls Wilder’s Little House on
the Prairie, featuring creative, fun ways to live your life simply and
frugally—perfect for fans of Ree Drummond’s The Pioneer Woman. Shortly after
getting married, Merissa Alink and her husband found themselves with nothing in
their pantry but a package of spaghetti and some breadcrumbs. Their life had hit
rock bottom, and it was only after a touching act of charity that they were able to
get on their feet again. Inspired by this gesture of kindness as well as the beloved
Little House on the Prairie books, Merissa found that a life of self-sufficiency and
simplicity could be charming and blissful. She set out to live an entirely made-fromscratch life, the “Little House” way, and as a result, she slashed her household
budget by nearly half—saving thousands of dollars a year. She started to write
about homesteading, homemaking, and cooking from scratch, and over the next
few years developed the recipes and DIY projects that would one day become part
of her now beloved website, LittleHouseLiving.com. As whole foods became staples
of the family diet, Merissa realized the dangers of putting overly processed
ingredients not only into our bodies, but on or near them as well. In addition to
countless delicious, home-cooked meals, she developed natural, easy-to-make
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recipes for everything from sunscreen to taco seasoning mix, lemon poppy hand
scrub to furniture polish. With their simple ingredients, these recipes are allergen
friendly and many are gluten-free. With over 130 practical, simple DIY recipes,
gorgeous full-color photographs, and Merissa’s trademark charm in personal
stories and tips, Little House Living is the epitome of heartland warmth and prairie
inspiration.

Glamorous Television Stars Paper Dolls
30 large, ready-to-color illustrations of actual 19th-century dolls in authentic
costumes: captivating Jumeau dolls; a Bru lady doll, c. 1870; a French fashion bride
of the 1870s, many more.

Paper Dolls
Delight young children and encourage play through unique handmade toys. From
sewn and stuffed musical instruments to interlocking paper building blocks and
wooden animal figurines, the projects in this book are meant to encourage openended play. Organized by kid-loving subjects, the toys here follow the themes of
Zoo; House; Blocks, Cars & Trucks; Dress-Up; Music; and Art. Overall, the projects
here are meant to stimulate imagination, build confidence through success and
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enjoyment, and enhance the bond between family and friends through the creation
of unique, artistic handmade toys and crafts. The thirty-five projects in this book
include a variety of crafts, from drawing to sewing and light woodworking. The toys
presented here are made out of wonderfully tactile materials—repurposed fabrics,
wood, and paper—and invite opportunities for creative and imaginative play. Every
project is easy to complete, made with accessible materials, and requires little
time to make. The projects are simple enough that endless variation can come
from the making of each, leaving enough room for you to make the item to suit
your own personal interests. With a design aesthetic that is clean, simple, and
modern, each project is presented with full-color photos and hand-drawn
instructional illustrations and templates. Projects include: • Modern Doll House and
Doll House Furniture • Portable Zoo Animals • Abstract Vertical Puzzle • Wooden
Nature Scene • Bottle-Cap Tambourine • Exploration Cape • Modern Alphabet
Game • Shadow Puppet Theater • And more!

Antique Dolls
Fashionable Cocktails is the cocktail book for the switched-on girl who loves trends
and fashion. Each chapter profiles a 'personality type' (among them The
Fashionista, The Bohemian Girl, The Vintage Girl and of course, the girl who loves
the classic cocktail dress) and offers a delectable selection of cocktail recipes to
suit each one. Need something quick to knock back while deciding what to wear on
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a night out? Or something to sip with the girls on a big night in? Fashionable
Cocktails has you sorted.

Color Your Own Happy
Among the best-loved books of all time, Louise May Alcott's Little Women has
appealed to generations of readers. This charming paper doll collection recreates
all four of the genial title characters featured in that literary classic. Here in full
color are practical Meg, tomboyish Jo, gentle Beth, and curly-haired Amy. The four
dolls can be dressed in 16 different mid-Victorian outfits—all based on scenes from
the popular novel. Included are costumes for the celebrated Christmas play;
practical daytime wear consisting of capes, shawls, aprons, and dresses; and a
bridal dress trimmed with ruffles and lace for Meg's wedding. A delight for
collectors and paper doll fans of all ages, this wonderful collection will also thrill
readers who still have warm memories of Alcott's timeless tale.

Toddler Coloring Books
Embark on a Tiny Tour! These adorable shaped board books take young readers on
a tour through a teeny world with every turn of the page. Die-cuts on each page
lead to the next adventure, finally ending in the comforts of home. Toddlers will
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delight in guessing what comes next while learning essential prediction skills.
Shaped like buildings and featuring neon accents throughout, these cute books
have great value and will prove irresistible to children eager to create their own
tiny world.

John F. Kennedy and His Family Paper Dolls in Full Color
A child identifies and puts on underwear, a shirt, pants, and socks in order to go
outside and play. On board pages.
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY & THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES &
HISTORY CHILDREN’S YOUNG ADULT FANTASY HISTORICAL FICTION HORROR
LITERARY FICTION NON-FICTION SCIENCE FICTION
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